Your competitive advantage
At Working Machines Corporation, we make it possible for you to improve distribution with innovative
light-directed and warehouse automated controls solutions. Innovation is at the heart of everything
that we do. That is why we are a leading provider of intelligent automation systems for manufacturing,
warehousing and distribution. We provide scaleable products, personalized to your business
requirements so that you can implement the best practices, along with providing the highest
standards of customer service, all in a highly cost effective manner. We help our clients gain a
sustainable, competitive advantage by helping to optimize the movement of information and
material to meet customer demand.

Solutions designed for maximum results
At Working Machines, our products are configurable to support best
industry practices yet flexible enough to support your unique requirements.
Our enhancement policy embraces client modifications in order to improve
our offering. To provide clients with a higher return, we share the costs
of client enhancements and provide customized services at a minimal
comparative cost.
As a result of enhancements and ongoing R&D, Working Machines delivers
software and hardware upgrades to enhance your system’s current functionality and keep pace with industry advancements, helping you protect your
investment. And our modularly designed approach, combined with a fast,
affordable installation process, ensures quick results and ongoing success.
Today you need software solutions that do more than manage inventory levels,
customer orders, labor force and material handling equipment. It must now deliver a progressively higher
ROI for you to remain competitive. You need the intelligent automated controls found in our innovative
solutions to reach new levels of performance.

SwiftPic - new levels of
picking productivity
SwiftPic, our innovative light-directed solution,
increases productivity and order fulfillment
accuracy in your picklines, assembly/kitting
and order consolidation/sorting areas.
This best-of-breed solution offers light-directed versatility by managing tasks typically
performed by RF devices. Our trademark, multi-colored prismatic lens, Spectra,™ paired with
user definable display messaging provides greater direction when executing tasks to reduce errors.
SwiftPic inquiries provide full visibility to your order fulfillment progress, workload balancing and
productivity. The system can be installed anywhere you need to support light-directed activities such
as racks, shelves, conveyor lines or mobile carts.

Swiftware - pulling products
through to optimize efficiency
Working Machines’ intuitive warehouse automated
controls system, Swiftware, allows you to reach peak
operating performance by uniquely pulling product
through your facility to increase productivity and
throughput. Pulling product through your facility
removes inefficiencies commonly associated with
under/over utilized labor and material handling
equipment. To optimize material flow, Swiftware tracks
the current and anticipated workloads at workstations
to make key order/material release and routing decisions.
Whether stand-alone or integrated into your existing
software application, Swiftware directs material flow
in your facility by controlling a variety of technologies,
including radio frequency (RF) data collection devices,
pick-to-light, carousel, automated storage and retrieval
systems (AS/RS), conveyor and automated guided
vehicles (AGV). For ease of integration, standard controls
drivers support direct integration with lower level PLC
controls and standardized API’s simplify integration of
new control devices.

Ensuring customer satisfaction
Throughout your project implementation lifecycle,
Working Machines maintains and provides key deliverables, including a project plan, timeline and process
flows, to assist you in scheduling, resource planning
and change management.
We recognize that you have unique training requirements.
That is why we will assess your needs upfront, develop
the optimal training solution and deliver the right
training to the right people in
your organization throughout the
project implementation.
Because we are committed to
your success, our focus on the
customer is reflected in our
post-sales 24/7- customer support
and a guaranteed upgrade path
for your solution’s software and
hardware components.

Industry-specific expertise
Since 1997, Working Machines has solved complex
problems found in clients’ production, manufacturing
and distribution environments. Our products incorporate
years of research and development, along with built-in
industry-specific functionality, as well as advanced
customized processes, to satisfy specific client demand
and meet ongoing initiatives.
When you choose any of the
Working Machines products,
you are choosing a truly valueengineered solution. The most
dynamically innovative product
design on the market by a staff
of engineers, developers and
sales consultants who have
decades of experience within the industry. We ensure
quality and performance, while improving your bottom
line. And by leveraging our industry-specific expertise,
you can operate in the most cost-effective and integrated
distribution environment possible.

Transforming demand
into performance
With Working Machines, you are guaranteed on-going
innovation. Our goal is to go beyond meeting expectations
and transform demand into performance. The result is
success through intelligent automation.
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